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Abstract 
A new method of szgnal appmmmatzon zs presented whzch has the capabrlzty to model complex aetarie returns due to 
reverbemtzon. The method explored herezn zs data adaptzve zn the sense that hzgh resolutzon pmcesszng zs attempted 
where necessary, whzle fast ~lgorzthms are used to estzmate the remaznang components. The baszc goal as to achzeve 
accurate and unbzased estzmatzon of the delays and tame scalrngs of a group of cclo~ely spaced szgnal returns. A 
secondary goal zs to achzeve thts estzmatlon performance wzthout sacrzjicsng the cornputatzonal eficzency of the fast 
algonthms avazlable. 

1. Introduction 
We will be treating the problem of feature extract~on from high frequency sonar data, generated by an act~ve 
transmission. Our yiewpoint will be that the portion of returning signal due to backscattering in the environment 
can be adequately approx~mated as the sum of frequency shifted (time scaled) and delayed rephcas of the transm~t.  
This is to be contrasted with the statistical approach taken in references [l, 21. We w~ll  present means to make 
signal approximations with these assumptions, motivating alternative post-processing a lgor~thn~s  which use these 
features vice the original data sequence. 

This type of approximation becomes more valid for the higher acoustic frequencies of the problem considered 
here. In particular, for the frequency range of interest, 15 kHz to 25 kHz, propagation can be approximated by ray 
models, and propagation through the bottom is of diminished importance. Interaction of a ray with the surface 
or bottom can be approximated as an attenuation of the path, along with the direction change and poss~ble signal 
inversion Target returns, under these conditions, will arrive at the recelver w1t11 the same tenlporal relationships 
within the return as were generated at  the target. This will also hold true for returns due to prominent features 
in the scattering environment, due to structured discontinuities on the bottom or surface. Wavelengths are on the 
order of magnitude of 114 foot, which in combination with the wider bandwidth signals be~ng transmitted, result 
in resolution of target features down to 5 feet with traditional processing methods. 

1.1. Signal Model 
With these considerations m m ~ n d ,  the returned signal will be assumed to be a sampl~d,  vectorlzed representation 
of the signal 

The signal xs, and the interference XI, are both modeled as l~near colnb~nat~ons of tnlle delayed (7%) and time 
scaled (Q,) replicas of the transmit, s .  The s~gnals modeled will be taken a.s a co~nplex valued (111 general), as is 
typical for sonar systems processing in a single sideband. The signal and interference amphtudes, delays, and t ~ m e  
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scaling factors will be considered to be determinist~c but unknown parameters, the ampl~tudes .A, complex valued. 
The noise will be assumed to be complex Gauss~an, i.e. 

n - N (0, (u2/2) I) + jN (0, (u2/2)1) (2) 

1.2. P a r a m e t e r  Es t imat ion 
For the case of the measurement noise of equation 2, the maximum likelihood e ~ t ~ ~ n a t e  of the signal para~neters 
can be made by maximizing the compressed likelihood function (CLF) 

searching over the dimension 2(I<s + I ~ I )  space of the vector model parameters a and r The compressed likelihood 
is a compact notat~on descnbing the likel~hood that glven the data sequence x ,  parameters [n , ,  T,] generated the 
sequence. Maximizing the compressed likelihood function results In the nlaxlmum hkel~hood estimates for the t ~ m e  
scale and delay of the components The ampl~tudes are funct~onally related to the t ~ m e  scale ancl delay est~mates, 
in fact, glven the maxmum l~kel~hood est~mates of [a,, T, ] ,  the maximum l~hehhood est ~inates of the ampl~tudes 
(vector notat~on) are 

[ '41 ' 4 2  AKs+Kr ] I  = ( H ~ H ) - ~ H ~  * ,I- (4) 
A complete treatment of the topic is offered In reference [3] Here, H  is the conlb~~led signal and ~nterference model 
matrix, formed by stacking together in columns time delayed and scaled trailsm~t replicas 

Since both the signal and the interference are modeled in exactly the same way, it will not be necessary to 
distinguish the components, and we will refer to the model matrix a s  siinply H. 

1.3. P a r a m e t e r  Es t imat ion a s  Fea tu re  Extrac t ion  
We will make the somewhat unorthodox assumption that all signal components 111 H, due either to target returns 
or environmental scattering, are high s~gnal to noise components. A more typ~cal approach would be to focus 
on the strength of target components with respect to some measure of the strength of the reverberant field. In 
our work, we seek to est~mate all components due either to reverberat~on or target srattering, and as such, they 
compete only against the measurement noise (and each other). The nol5e w~l l  be s~mple measorement notse, such 
as is generated by analog preamplification and 16 bit sampling. With this v~ewpo~nt,  we refer to to~nponents due 
to the reverberant field as 'features' of the field, in the sense that any post procesqing desired can use the extracted 
features in lieu of the data itself. 

2. Cramer-Rao Lower Bound on Variance of Model Parameters 
Given the high s~gnal to noise ratlo of the model components, very arculate estnnat~on of 'q~ngle' components 
is possible, that IS components that are orthogonal to all other components For more compl~rated port~ons of 
the signal, for example a target w ~ t h  several closely spaced h~ghl~ghts,  e s t ~ ~ n a t ~ o n  becomes more d~fficult To 
illuminate this, the Cramer-Rao lower bound on variance of estimated model parameters for a palr of linear 
frequency modulated s~gnals has been calculated The signals modeled are s ~ i n ~ l a r  to that transm~tted 111 sea trials 
here in Narragansett Bay, presented later in t h ~ s  paper. Each signal component IS of the form 

The function w(a,n - T,) is a real valued w~ndowing function, a, and T, t ~ m e  scale and delay the i lh signal 
component. The parameters c and d are selected to sweep the fm signal by a rate of k = 2d = (Q2 - Ol)/(N - I), 
from digital frequency 621 to O2. The bound can be calculated by evaluat~ng F~sher's Infor~nation Matrix for 
complex processes [4], 

For our example, the covariance matrix C ,  (5) does not depend on the n~ocleling parameters [, 111 fact C ,.([) = a21, 
which simplifies the evaluation of 7. The rema~ning parameters are 



The partial derivatives, neglecting minor perturbations due to the w~ndowing, will be 

1 !!!@ = -s(A,,$,,a,, tau,) 
dA, A, 
- - - 3s(Al, 4%) a,, T*) 
84% 

!!!@ = 327r (cn + 2dain2 - 2dnr,) s (A , ,  b,, a,, T,) 
da, 

= j27r (-c - 2da,n + 2dr,) s(A,, 4,, o , ,  T,) 87% 
The variance bounds are found by inverting 7, 

An example has been prepared, using a 50 sample fm signal, sweeping from digital frequenc~es Q = -0.2 to 
0 = +0.2. Two components are placed close together, and the variance bound of the first component's parameters 
calculated as the second component is moved closer. The first component has a time scale of n l  = 1, and a delay 
of TI = 0. Both components have real amplitude A = 1, and the signal to no;se ratio is 0 dB. These figures 

1 
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intsrfedng component poslllon (sam~lar) 

Figure 1: Variance of time scale parameter (left) and time delay parameter (right) of a ro~nponent placed at  
(a = 1, r = O),with a second component in the vicin~ty. Abscissa is the separation of the components, a family of 
curves are shown for d~ffering values of the second component's time scale, a2. Signal to no~se ratio is OdB 

are shown on an expanded scale for the separation of the two componeuts, to show some of the structure on the 
variance bounds Basically, as the second camponent moves closer to the cornponer~t of ~nterest, the variance of 
the estimated parameters increases. If the two conlponents have d~ffering time scale parameters, the degradation 
of the estimation is less severe, since the two signals will not become congruent even as the separat~on goes to zero. 
A second case was run, to calculate usable bounds on estimation for the data presented later in this paper. Two 
components were again placed close together, this time each with a signal to noise ratio of 9OdB, each component 
at  a time scale of a, = 1. The results are summarized in table 1, where component separat~ons resulting in the 
Cramer-Rao bound exceeding a given error tolerance (standard deviation) are shown. 

3. Estimation Biasing When the Number of Compoilents is Ullkl1ow11 
In the previous section, estimation variance bounds were calculated for the situation where all the components In 
the model were accounted for. If an unknown component is present, the problem becomes more dficult ,  since the 
error bounds are functionally related to the pos~ t~on  and parameters of the unknown co~nponent One approach 
to calculating the Cramer-Rao bounds on the known component would be to treat the parameters of the unknown 
component as random variables, and calculate expected values for the bot~nds We w~ll not pursue this result 
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UA = 0.1 
a4 = 1 deg 
a, = ,001 ,0021 

r a, = ,0076 ,0076 

Table 1: Typical resolution performance for a 40% band 50 sample LFM Signal, 90 dB above ~neasurement noise. 
Units for separations and r are in samples. 

here, that is we are more interested in detecting situations where an unltaown component may be present, and 
concentrating the effort of the estimation algorithms in these areas 

With this in mind, we have calculated the estimation biasing which occurs whpn an 1ink11o~11 rompolielit nears 
the location of a component whose parameters we are estimating. This b~a~smg occurs because (111 general) 

arg max { x ~  * H ~ ( H E H ~ ) - ' H ~ ~  * x }  jl; {xt  * H I , ~ ( H :  ?HI,~)-'H:,? * 2) , a l ,  TI a l , ~ ~  

where is the model matrix with a second component added. Cont,inu~ng the analys~s of tlie 50 sanlplc LFM 
signal we are rnterested in, we have run Fast Maximum Likelihood Estimation on a series of simulated returns, when 
a second unknown component is present. Tlle measurement noise for this esalllple IS zero, as we are interested in 
the biasing of the estimation an the first component. This is equivalent to evaluating the rlght zicle of equation 12. 
Figure 2 shows why it is dangerous to take literally the time scale estimates of a Maliinlum Llkehhood Estimation 

. l 0 ~ ~ ' " " ' ' ' ~  
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0  

2nNaferiw compemnt poshon (samples) 

- 1 O ~ " " " ' J  - - 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 12  1.4 1.6 1.8 2 

lnlerlerinp component p i t i o n  (sampCes) 

Figure 2 50 Sample FM Pulse, -0.2 to +O 2 freq Top left are the delay estllnates and bottonl left ale the time 
scale estlrnates for the first FML component. A second unknown is placed near the e~tlmated component, at the 
indicated delay separahon. The correct estimates of the first component are (a  = 1, r = 0) in all cases On the 
right are clos-ups of the  b~asmg 

procedure. If target or channel features are present with closely spaced time delays, and the estimakon is forced to 
model these features with fewer eomponents than required, the time scale est~lnates can he sign~ficantly biased. In 
this example, two zero Doppler components can generate an estimate with a time scale approaching a, = 1.02, wh 
ich, for the sonar s y s h  we are modeling, corresponds to a feature moving at appromate ly  50 feet per second. 

4. High Resolution Parameter Estimation 
With the fundamental limits on parameter variance and bias in mind, the basic problem to be solved is to decide 
if any single component of an approximated signal may actually be due t,o two underlying components. We have 
shown that two very closely spaced components can generate an estimate of a single component with a radically 
biased time scale estimate, even though the Cramer-Rao bounds on variance (for tlie t.wo underlying components) 
are quite low. We will attempt to exploit this situation, by detecting unusual t.ime scale est,imat.es, and making 
appropriate substitutions. 



One simple approach would be to let the Fast Maximum L~kel~hood 111ethod contnlue to acld cornponei~ts to 
the estimation, until the signal is resolved. This may result, however, in excesbivc coinpon~nts being added to 
the model, before the features we are ~nterested In are resolved We propose an a l t e rna t~v~  method, based on 
maximum posterior probability, a test 

We will apply this test to components generated from a Fast Maximum Likel~hood analysis, focusing on estin~ates 
which have unlikely time scale parameters. This situation, of course, drives the right hand side of equation 13 down 
This test checks, component by component (so), whether it is more likely that two co~uponents (s1+s2),  generated 
the data sequence z. The notation LH (zlp(ao)) means the likelihood function, nlodified for a probabilistic prior 
on the estimated parameter ao. We are now heating the time scale parameters ( I ,  as randonl variables, with a 
multidimensional probability density function with the following propert~es, 

probability is concentrated near ai = I 

unlikely that two very closely spaced components have dissimilar time scales, i.e. a1 sz (12 

This situation would apply when data were collected with a relatively s t a t~c  platform, in calm seas Reverber- 
ation highlights could have some Doppler (time scale), but since nearby highlights would be n~oving in unison, the 
time scale parameters for each highlight would be identical. Let H o  = [so], H1 = [ sl s? 1, and the parameter 
ve ctor 5 be broken up into the linearly entering parameters Ro = [AoeJ@o], R1 = [ AleJ61 . 4 3 e ~ @ ~  I t ,  and the 
non-linearly entering parameters to = [ ao r o  I t ,  and El = [ a1 71 a2 r z  I t .  Then, 

Then, the test 13 would be equivalent to, letting C = a21, 

where €1' = [ a1 71 a l  rz ] t .  This test has been re-written by not,ing that the maximizat~on of In p,(a,) does 
not depend on 8,, and substituting the maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) for 8, into each side of the equation. 
It is well known that substitution of the MLE will maximize this form, see for example [5]. This likelihood test, 
equation 17, will be the test we are primarily concerned with. The simplest case would be a uniform prior on the 
time scale parameter, p,(a) = (ao - aL)-'U(aL, av) .  For t h ~ s  case, tlme scale estimates outs~de the l~mits  of p,(a) 
drive either side of equation 17 to -to, and the likelihood test is reduced to, dropping the record keeping on the 
different likelihood thresholds 'k', 

max l l ~ ~ , x 1 1 ~  > k + max l l p ~ ~ z l l ~  
n l , r l , ~ ~  ~ O , T O  

5. Data Analysis 
We have applied our algorithm to a data set collected In Narragansett Bay, in November of 1994 In tlns test, 
a serles of linear frequency modulated signals were transm~tted agalnst a field of targets s~tuated in about 120 
feet of water This was a s t a t~c  test, that is neither the transm~tter, receiver, or the targets were moving We 
have chosen a transmit which, in the dec~mated s~gnal domain, lasts about fifty sampleq, and sweeps from chgital 
frequencies of approximately R = -0.2 to R = +O 2. Records of reverberation data were extracted from the raw 
data by beamforming the data away from the targets, and select~ng data segments of manageable record sue We 
have implemented the equation 17 test as follows . 
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Perform Fast Maximum Likelihood estimation on a data record. 

Identify 'singleton' components with unreasonable time scale. 

Perform the l~kel~hood test, equation 17, searching over 2-d space of ( A T ,  a ) ,  where TI = r o ( n )  - 1 / 2 A r ,  and 
rz = r o ( a )  + 1 / 2 A r  Replace the s~ngle component with two components, if the test 17 15 sat~sfied TO 1s n 
funct~on of a ,  and follows the l~kelihood r~dge passing through the single coinpoi~ent's lo( a t~on  

Figures 3 and 4 show a typical result of the analysis. In figure 3, the reverberat,ioii signal has been approximated 
using Fast Maximum Likelihood. The analysis has been purposely stopped short,, t,liat is oilly the nlost significant 
components of the signal were approximated to avoid over-resolving the signal. A prior probability on the time 
scale parameter was not invoked, the algorithm was free to fit using any time scale bet,ween ai = .98 and ai = 1.02. 
Figure 4 shows the result of implementing the likelihood test of equation 17. We chose the time scale threshold 
to be lai - 11 = .005, and the noise parameter u to be equivalent to the residual of the Fast. Maximum Likelihood 
analysis. The left hand side of figure 4 shows the wide band cross ambiguity function of t.he reconstructed signal, 

-0.011 ' ' I 
0 50 1W 150 200 250 300 350 4W 450 

sample 

Figure 3: Fast Maximum Likelihood Analysis Result of High Frequency Reverberation Data. Left is w~de-band 
cross ambiguity function of a section of return with the transmit. Right are the delays and time scalings wh~ch 
represent this signal. 

Figure 4: High Resolution Analysis Result of High Frequency Reverberation Data. Left is w~de-band cross 
ambiguity function of reconstructed signal with the transmit. Right are the delays and trine scalings which 
represent this signal. 



to be contrasted with the left hand side of figure 3. The high resolution test has replaced two of the Fast Maximum 
Likelihood components with closely spaced components at  more likely t ~ m e  scales. The reconstructed signal retains 
the important features of the original signal, especially the highly structured nature of the w~de  band ambiguity 
function. 

6. Conclusion 
We have shown a method to extend the performance of Fast MaxlmumL~l~ellhood estimation, by perform~ng local- 
ized likelihood searches on individual signal components. This method can be used to ~ntroduce prlor probability 
information to the estimation procedure, particularly information related to propagation and the environment 
We hope to extend this work to address probahilistic scattering models for structured targets present 111 the 
reverberation. 
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